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Here we solve singularly perturbed periodic problems in ordinary differential 
equations when singular perturbations contain two orders higher derivatives 
than unperturbed equations. Also we apply our method to the study of singularly 
perturbed variational problems. ‘cl 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the author of this paper developed a version of the generalized 
implicit function theorem of Nash and Moser. We use this technique 
together with the method of Liapunov and Schmidt to solve the sets of 
equations 
A. U’ + e .f(u, u’, u”, u”‘, t) = 0, e>O, 
where u is 2rc-periodic, f =f(x, , x2, x3, x4, t), and (@j/lax,) d 0; 
B. U” + e . f(u, u’, u”, u”‘, u”“, t) = 0, e 2 0, 
where u is 2n-periodic, f =f(x,, x2, x3, x4, x5, t), and (@/ax,) < 0; 
C. 
d+e.($-$(f$)+$-(5)) (2.4, d, u’, t)=O, e20, 
where u is 2n-periodic, g = g(xl, x2, x3, t), and (a2g/azx3) < 0. 
All functions are 2rr-periodic in t and smooth. Note that C is the Euler 
equation of the potential 
(u’12 u-+ - 2 + e . g(u, u’, u”, t) 
> 
dt. 
These equations are singularly perturbed problems of ordinary differen- 
tial equations. Similar problems have been investigated in [ 1, 3, 4, 51. In 
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contrast to those papers we study cases when singular perturbations 
contain two orders higher derivatives than unperturbed equations. 
The restriction of the parameter e to the positive real half-line is 
necessary to use this generalized implicit function theorem. Indeed, let us 
consider the equation 
u” - e u”” = 0. 
where u is 2n-periodic and 1: u dt = 0. Using the Fourier expansion 
u = 1 a, sin it + h, cos it 
,=I 
we obtain 
-i2ai-e.a,.i4=0, -i2b,-e./j,.j4=0, 
We see that a, = 0, bj = 0 for e > 0 and each point e, = - I/i2 is a bifurca- 
tion point. 
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall briefly the 
above mentioned generalized implicit function theorem and a technique 
connected with it [l]. In Section 3, we apply Section 2 to solve Eqs. A, B, 
C. We study precisely only Eq. A, since B and C have similar existence 
proofs. 
Finally, it is not difficult to see that we can modify this method to solve 
higher-dimensional systems on the 1 -dimensional torus S ‘. 
2. GENERALIZED IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM 
Let us recall some results from [I]. Consider a decreasing scale H,, 
rfz,/l‘u {O}=Z+ of Hilbert spaces, i.e., H,, c H,, for r, > r2. Let 
P,: H, + n H, # Qr be a projection for each natural number NE ..V such 
that 
(i) Im P, = R,V and dim t7, < cxj 
(ii) lP,ul,<WN’ .‘. IuI,~ 
I(Z- P~)VI*~N-S’IU~F 
foreachr>,s,r,sEZ+andvEnH,.(I.I,isanorminH,). 
We shall solve the equation F(u) = h, where F: H, --+ H,s, r-s > 0 is a 
constant, and F satisfies F(0) = 0, / F(u)ls < c. ( 1 + lul,) for each u E fJ R,V, 
/uIO Q 1. (Throughout this paper c will be a positive constant.) 
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THEOREM 2.1 [ 11. Let the linear equation 
P,DF(u)v = P,h, VERN 
have a unique solution for each h E H,Y and u E 0 A,, lu10 6 1, such that 
Ivlodc.lhlo 
(v),<c.(l +WW,+ l4,~M;)~ 
(2.1) 
where d > 0, a > 0, c = c(r, s) > 0 are constant. Then the equation F(u) = h 
has a solution for each small h E H, provided that r is sufficiently large and 
F: H, + H, c H, can be extended continuously on H,. 
Now we shall describe situations for which the inequalities (2.1) are 
fulfilled. Let us assume that P,: H, c H, + n H, c H, are orthogonal for 
each NEM, jeZ+. Let L: H, + H, be a linear bounded operator. We 
consider the equation Lu + e . G(u) = 0, where G: H, + H, and e is small 
nonnegative. Here r--s is constant. Consider a linear bounded mapping 
J: H, + H,,, r-s’ constant, such that 
(i) (Lu,Jv),Zc. [u/j?, J/flN+EjN 
(2.2) 
(ii) (DG(u)u, Jv),> -c.(l + (uI,+,~IuI~,~,+ 101,~)~ 
for each u,v~r)R,,,, lul,<l, where r’-s>O, a>O, nZ0 are constant, 
( ., . ), is a scalar product in H,. Then (2.1) is satisfied for F= L + e. G. 
Indeed, following Cl], we have for u, v E n R,,,, Iu(,, < 1, and e small non- 
negative, 
(Lv+e.DG(u)u, Jv),~c.(lul~.-(l+ IuI,+,~~uI~~~,)~). 
Hence we have for 
P,(Lv + e. DG(u)v) = P,h, VERN 
Ihl:Ivl.+,~.~3~~~l~l~~-(~ + I I.+.+IL)2) 
(2.3) 
and since 
lvl,+s-s, d W’. Ivl,,, where d = max { 0, r + s - s’ - r’ ) 
we obtain 
Ivl,~<cW’+l.+ 1 + Iul,+,~Ivl,y-3). 
Then 
Ivl.~c.(Nd.lhl.+.~-,,+ 1 + Iuls+n+s--r,. Ivl:,~,). 
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Let us assume n 6 r’ + r - 2s, i.e., s + n + s - r’ 6 r. Thus 
Finally, we obtain the desired inequalities (2.1) provided that It‘/ )., , < 
c (hl, is satisfied and this holds, for instance, if L = J and 
(Lv, Lv),=c+lf.~-.,, (DG(u)v, Lu),,> --I’. 1~1;. ,
for each u, UE n R,, lulO< 1. Since the solution c of (2.3) satisfies 
Ih(,~ILUI,>,C’jLl~. 
we have 
(hl,~lol.~-,2alvl; 
and 
I~4,2c.lul., )‘. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We are ready to solve Eqs. A, B, C. Let 
P,;=&j 2n v dt = 0, 
0 
H,= u:R+R, 
i 
u is 2rc-periodic, 
(% UL = j;n D’u . D’u dt < co , D’ =$. 
Let I/4/.=su~~..,~~,,,~ IDW)l. 
It is well-known [2] that the scale H,, rEZ+ has the above mentioned 
properties. The projections P, are usual truncation operators. We solve 
precisely only Eq. A, because the remaining equations have similar proofs 
which we sketch. First, we decompose A into 
u=u+z, z is constant, Pv=O 
u’ = -e . QJ(u + z, u’, v”, u”‘, t) (3.1) 
0 = Pf(u + z, u’, VI’, !I”‘, t), 
where Q=I--P. 
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We solve the first equation of (3.1) by using the procedure from 
Section 2. Putting 
Lv = v’, L = J, r-s=3, r’ -3 = 1, VEH, 
G(v) = QJ-(v + z, II’, v”, d”, t) 
we prove the validity of the inequalities (2.2). It is clear that 
(Lv, Lv),= [VI,,. 
We derive the second inequality of (2.2) by a method from [2]. The most 
difficult term in the expression (Lo + eDG(v) w, Lw), is 
I= 
s 
~~-$(v+~,u’,v”,v”‘,~)~D~+~w(r)~D”+’~(t)dt 
4 
and using integration by parts we obtain 
I= - j;’ D (g (v + z, v’, v”, v”‘, t) . D”+ ‘w .D’+*wdt 
= jo2’ -D(~).D’+‘w.D’+*wdt 
- w..Ds+2w .DS+2w dt 
5 2~ af - 0 ax,' D ‘+*w . Dsi2w dt. 
Since Q/ax, < 0, we have for llvll i. < c 
Hence for e small nonnegative and Ilull i. d c we have 
(Lw+e.DG(v).w,Lw),>c.((w(f,-(1+(ol;((wll~)*). 
Using the Sobolev inequality Ilwllo<c- [WI, [21 it follows 
(Lw+e.DG(v).w, Lw),>c.(lwlf.-(1 + IvI;IwI~~-~)~) 
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and thus n = r - s = 3. The inequality n < r’ + r - 2s is satisfied since 3 < 4. 
In the same way we obtain for (IuI/ 10 < c 
(Lw + e . DG(u) w, LM~)~ > c /IV , 
Finally, [Lc + e G(v)l, 6 c ( 1 + 1~1,) follows from the composition of 
function theorem [2]. 
Now we apply the implicit function theorem of Section 2 to obtain a 
solution u(e, z) of the first equation of (3.1) for each small nonnegative t’ 
and a constant z. We note that we have estimated the term IIull ,0 by using 
the Sobolev inequality Ilull 1,, < c .juj ,, [2]. 
To have uniqueness and good dependence of v(e, 2) on the parameters 
e, z we can use standard methods from [S]. Let ui be a solution of Lc, $ 
eQf(u, + z,, v,!, v,!‘, vi”, .) = 0 for z = zi, i= 1, 2. Then by the mean value 
theorem we have for u’ = u, - u2 
LM‘ + eQ $” w + $- w’ + $ w” $ E M”” 
Zf 
'I '2 3 ’ 4 
=e-Q(z2-z,)z. 
I 
Using the above technique we have for I/u,I/ ,” < C, i= 1, 2, 
Thus 
and 
Hence we can consider that the solution u(e, z) is at least continuous in I, 
where e is small nonnegative. Moreover, lju(e, z)l13 = O(e). 
We study the bifurcation equation 
0 = B(z, e) = ff(u(e, z) + z, u’(e, z), u”(4, z), u”‘(e, z), t) 
Since 
B(z,0)=~j2~./(z,0,0,0,1)lil 
0 
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the equation B(z, e) = 0 has a solution for each small positive e provided 
that there are numbers a>b such that 
jZn f(n, 0, 0, 0, t) dt j2nf(b, 0, 0, 0, t) dt < 0. 
0 0 
Summing up, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf there are numbers a > b such that 
j2^ f(a, 0, 0, 0, t) dt . j*’ f(b, 0, 0, 0, t) dt <O 
0 0 
then Eq. A possesses at least one classical solution for each small positive e. 
By the same method we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf there are numbers a > b such that 
~2nf(a,0,0,0,0,t)dtj-2~f(b,0,0,0,0,t)dt<0 
0 0 
then Eq. B possesses at least one classical solution for each small positive e. 
Equation C is a special case of B. Hence we can apply the above 
procedure. On the other hand, in this case C is the Euler equation of the 
potential 
w2 u+ - 2 + e. g(u, u’, u”, t) 
> 
dt 
and a competent bifurcation equation B(z, e) = 0 inherits this gradient 
property, i.e., there is a function R(z, e) such that 
i R(z, e) = B(z, e). 
It is clear that 
2n . R(z, 0) = jZn g(z, 0, 0, t) dt. 
0 
Let R(z, 0) have the property that there are numbers a > b such that 
(i) R(a, 0) = R(b, 0) 
(ii) max(,,) R(z, 0) > Na, 0) > min<,,> Wz, 0). 
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THEOREM 3.3. If R(z, 0) satisfies the above assumptions then Eq. C 
possesses at least two classical solutions for each small positive e. 
Remark 3.4. If R(z, 0) is p-periodic, nonconstant then R(z, 0) has the 
above assumptions. Moreover, these solutions u r, u2 satisfy u, - u2 # k . p 
for each k E Z, . The last result is useful for the case when g is p-periodic 
in x, , since C has infinitely many trivial solutions u, + k . p, k E Z + 
In the end, we demonstrate generalizations of the above equations for 
higher-dimensional systems. Using this method we can solve the system of 
equations [ 1 ] 
u:’ = e .,f;(u,, . . . . u,, u;, . . . . u:, UT, . . . . u;, u:“, uy’, r), 
i = 1, 2, . ..) n, eB0, (3.2) 
where f; = f,(z, x, y, y, q, t) E C”(R” x R” x R” x R x R x R, R) are 
2n-periodic in t and af;/aq ~0. We look for 2n-periodic solutions. 
A competent bifurcation equation of (3.2) has the form 
B(z, e) = 0, 
where 2 E U c R”, U is an open bounded set in R”, B( .e): U -+ R”, and 
B(z, 0) =; j2r f(z, 0, 0, 0, 0, t) dt, .f = (.~I 7 . ..> f;>), 
0 
Applying the classical implicit function theorem to the equation B(z, e) = 0 
we obtain 
THEOREM 3.5. lf there is a z. E R” such that 
I 
2n 2n 
f(zo, 0, 0, (40, t) dt = 0, det D,f(zo,O,O,O,O, t)dt#O 
0 5 0 
then (3.2) has a classical solution for each small positive e. 
The special higher-dimensional analog of C is the Euler equation of the 
potential. 
u=(u,,...,u,)-+ 
j ( 
2a +y + e . ( g( 2, ul, . . . . u,, 24;) .. . . u;) 
0 
+i gi(t, Uy) dt, 
I 
(3.3) 
where geC”, gi=g,(t,u)ECcC(RxR,R) are 2n-periodic in t and 
(a2/a2u) gi d 0. This Euler equation is the partial case of (3.2). Hence by the 
409,163: l-4 
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same method as in Theorem 3.3 a competent bifurcation equation of (3.3) 
has the gradient form 
B(z, e) = grad, R(z, e) 
and 
R(r,O)=~~~i(g(t,i,,...,Z.,O,...,O)+~gi(t,O))dt, 
I 
where z = (zl, . . . . z,). 
THEOREM 3.6. If g is periodic in each component of z E R” then (3.3) 
possesses at least n + 1 nontrivial (see Remark 3.4) solutions for each small 
positive e. These solutions are classical. 
Proof First, we can consider that R is defined on (0, e, ) x U, where 
e, > 0 and U is a large bounded subset of R”. Further, by using the 
periodicity of g it is clear that R(z, e) is periodic in each coordinate of z. 
Hence we can consider R on an n-dimensional torus and applying the well- 
known facts of the theory of Ljusternik and Schnirelmann [6] we obtain 
that R has at least n + 1 distinct critical points on the torus. 
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